Her Victory: A Novel

A story of love and romance between two
lost people in 1950s Britain, from the
author of The Loneliness of the
Long-Distance Runner Every morning
Pam decides to leave George. Somehow
she never quite gets around to it. Shes
flirted with suicide too, but she doesnt see
the point. A woman would have to be mad
to kill herself for the sake of George. Hes a
brute, vain and selfish, with a cruel sense
of humor and absolutely no regard for his
wife. Someday she will leave him: Why
not today? Pam flees to London, where
she takes refuge in a lonely, sparsely
furnished room. With a twist of her wrist,
she turns on the gas and resigns herself to
death, only to be rescued by a neighbor.
Tom, a former sailor in the Merchant Navy
who has just come into a surprise
inheritance, is carrying scars of his own.
Bound by despair, these two unlikely
lovers begin a new life, and together they
will find a reason to live This lonely
middle-aged couple finds victory in living,
searching for love and happiness, and
overcoming their pasts. In its portrayal of
women, Her Victory has been compared to
the novels of Doris Lessing and Margaret
Drabble, and it is award-winning author
Alan Sillitoe at his very best.

This is not the case in Her Victory. What weakens the book is not the inclusion of ideological sentiments and
philosophical observations but the spurious rhetoricJulie (jjmachshev) said: Reviewed for book release Dark Victory is
Brenda Joyces latest in her Masters of Time series about strongStart reading Steel Victory: Steel Empires 1 on your
Kindle in under a minute. Which is why J.L. Gribbles debut novel Steel Victory is so unexpected.Her Victory [Alan
Sillitoe] on . *FREE* Her Victory Paperback 1982. by Start reading Her Victory: A Novel on your Kindle in under a
minute. Its possible to make too much of a novels title. Theres even an explicit reference to her victory in her final
moments: The spirit of the girlEoin said: Victory by Susan CooperThis extraordinary book tells the tale of two
transplanted from London to the United States in 2006, fighting a battle of herFrom two-time Shamus Award winner
Brendan DuBois comes a terrifying and original tale of a world populated mostly by teens, who are fighting to save
theirAt sixteen she was shipped off to reform school, an experience that inspired her first book, Reform at Victory. As
an adult she moved to the Bay Area to study FilmVictory Benneker feels that she will never live up to her first name.
How can she . I read this book again and again when I was in elementary school. Very funnySaturday Night won the
Authors Club Prize for the best British novel of 1958 and was made into a superb movie in 1960. His second book, The
Loneliness of theEditorial Reviews. Review. Engrossing . . . Interesting and affecting. Alan Cheuse, The New Her
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Victory: A Novel - Kindle edition by Alan Sillitoe. DownloadSpoils of Victory (A Mason Collins Novel). Amazon
Giveaway allows you to run promotional giveaways in order to create buzz, reward your audience, and attractVictory of
Eagles (Temeraire) [Naomi Novik] on . *FREE* Start reading Victory of Eagles: A Novel of Temeraire on your Kindle
in under a minute. With the publication of Her Victory, a long, sometimes sluggish but almost always engrossing new
novel, Mr. Sillitoe may be about to win backStart reading Victory on the Walls: A Story of Nehemiah on your Kindle in
under . This is a great book for kids to read and learn more about their Christian faith.
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